Horizon Europe
Horizon Europe follows up on the eighth framework program H2020. In contrast, it shows even greater synergies in various areas and also represents a range of new actions for "low performing" or "widening" countries, including the Czech Republic. Our team will maximally support you in the seek for the mentioned synergies. In cooperation with the Project Support Office through the Structural Funds and other resources, you can also use our project advice at any time.

Current calls of Horizon Europe program can be found on the Funding & tender opportunities Portal.

Contact information
You can primarily contact us with your questions. If necessary, we are happy to arrange contact with TC AS, especially when formulating questions that are important for all faculties of our university. You can also find the necessary information directly on the website of the European Commission, or on the portal of the Technology Center of the ASCR, Horizon Europe, where you will find all information about this program and the rules for project preparation and solution in a clear and easily accessible form. On the portal, you will also find information on current calls for proposals and NCPs.